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Innovative solutions
for industrial refrigeration
Continuous research and know how enable Mercuri Angelo Frindes to design
and develop every single refrigeration system in order to successfully meet the
many needs of the refrigeration market
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vened, including the chemical-pharma
industry for which, in particular, it designs and
develops special low temperature units to
test and cool process liquids (EEx-d, EEx-de
buildings). Other key sectors the company
follows are: food farming in general (with fast
pre-cooling technologies, preservation with
relative humidity control, fruits&vegetables
freezing), dairy (special air conditioning units
for processing and ageing rooms, storage
cells for dairy by-products, frozen water
cooling plants and defrosting solutions), fish
and slaughtering (with onboard plants, ice
production storage cells, deep-freezing, airconditioning of processing rooms with relative humidity control) and at last logistics.

CONTACT

Mercuri Angelo Frindes for almost forty
years has offered companies the chance of
finding out the most appropriate solution to
the industrial refrigeration problem.
Over the years the company has made a
name as a real benchmark on the domestic
market and in recent years it has been known
on an international level as well, working
above all with key companies in the European
continent, thus extending in this way its
approach to the market and growth outlook.
Thanks to a continuous research and relying
upon a consolidated experience, Mercuri
Angelo Frindes designs, supplies and assembles every component a refrigeration plant is
composed of. Plenty of interventions and
appropriate solutions up to now have expressed a company philosophy that foresees the
collaboration between engineers, project
managers and specialist workers thus ensuring complete and fast services.
Big companies actually rely upon Mercuri
Frindes technology: these firms work in
various fields that need the use of artificial
cold. The reasons of this trust depend on the
one side to competent and versatile solutions, on the other on solution competitiveness since they optimally combine quality
levels and costs. A qualified and prompt
customer-care service, the use of the best
materials and staff training prove Mercuri
Angelo Frindes’s goal to support customers
in order to lead him to a real self-management. The company offers a range of products focusing on the market’s specific requirements. The firm has successfully solved the
problems of artificial cold showing a high level
of versatility in the various sectors it has inter-
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